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Abstract: A general interpolation problem is defined which contains as special cases the M-Pad6 approximation 
problem as well as classical interpolation problems, e.g., Newton-Pad6 approximation. To study the structure of the 
solution table a new concept-the minimal solution-is introduced; statements on the local and global structure of 
the solution table are obtained. As a special case the well-known block structure of the Pad6 table is derived. Finally, a 
characterization of the solution set is given. 
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1. Basic definitions 
Throughout this paper we will assume that K is a commutative field of characteristic zero and 
that m is an integer with m > 2. Let 9 be a commutative algebra over H, and let 3* be its 
algebraic dual. 
For sequences (@‘),, 1 < I < m, with elements in 9 we define 
cc 
H”‘, := (0) ) for k E N,: Hk(‘) := span{ hi”,. . ., hV)}, H$ := U Hi’), 
k=O 
p := fp x . . . m xfp= P= (P(l),..., PyT: P(‘)EHi)). ( 
We define the degree of elements of Hz), H” by 
hEHZ), h#O: i3h=n := hEH(‘)\H,(!?,, aO= -1 n 2 
P = (P(l), . . . , Pc”))T E H”: 8P := (aP”‘, . . . , aPcm))T. 
This definition can be motivated as a canonical generalization of the special polynomial case: let 
3 be the algebra of functions f: H + 06. If we choose the power functions hlf)( x) = xk, then 
Hz’ is the ring of polynomials 9 and for H” we get the @module 9”’ of polynomial m-tupels. 
In order to describe structures in an m-dimensional solution table we use the standard 
multi-index terminology: an m-tupel E E (N, u { - 1)) m is called a multi-index. For two multi- 
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indices a, C the relation Z < C and the operations Z + C, Z - C, max{ a, C} are defined by 
components. In addition, let 
EcZ :* Z<Zand Z#Z, 
Zl:=(O ,..., O,l,O ,..., 0) (Ithunitvector), o=(O ,..., 0), 
1 a 1 := 5 a(‘), IIZll := i (iF’+1)= lal+m, e(a) := c z,, 
I=1 I=1 O(‘)>O 
for S E No: O(6) := {Z multi-index: ]]C]] = S} (Mice), 
for 8, dEB: %;(a, 6, d) := {a+ - c: C 2 0, 8 < 1 C I < d } (tetrahedron(-slice)) . 
The relation ‘ 6 ’ on the degree vector induces a partial ordering of H”. According to this 
ordering each nonempty subset of H” has a minimal element. 
Given a sequence ( Q,), of elements of 3 * and &), . . . , $(m) E 93, @ = (@), . . . , $(“)), we 
define the order a(P) of an element P E H” by 
forO<v<a(P): D,(@.P)=Q,( ;14~‘P”‘) =o, 
if u(P) < 00: Q(,,WP) +o. 
It is easy to see that for k E No the set {P E H”: a(P) >, k} is a H-subspace of H”. 
With these notations we can now formulate a general interpolation problem. 
Definition 1.1. Let fi be a multi-index. The interpolation problem with generalized polynomial 
linear combinations (IPC) for E (and for H”, (Q), and @) reads: find a nontrivial P E H” such 
that 
aP<Fz and a(P)> ]]Ti]]-1. (1.2) 
The IPC leads to a system of ]I E I] - 1 linear homogeneous equations with I] Z 1) unknown 
coefficients of P(l), . . . , Pcrn). Considering the matrix of coefficients 
one can see that the IPC for fi always has a solution called &solution: moreover the Z-solution is 
uniquely defined up to a constant factor iff A, has maximal rank. From the theory of systems of 
linear equations we know that, with 
&= {PEH”: aP<ii, u(P)> IIn]]-l}, (1.4 
the solution set SE is a finite-dimensional K-subspace of H” such that 
dim(&) = ]I 5 ]I - rank(A,). (1.5) 
We will arrange the solution sets YH (or special normalized bases of Zfi) over Z in the 
m-dimensional IPC solution table. 
In the literature on related interpolation problems ([6,11,12] etc.), one can often find an 
obligatory normality hypothesis 
for all multi-indices Z : dim( ZE) = 1. (1.6) 
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For this condition it is sufficient to assume the nonvanishing of certain determinants, i.e., some 
finite subsets of 
with a special enumeration form a complete Tchebycheff system [ll]. 
The aim of this paper is to discuss the nonnormal case when condition (1.6) is violated. In this 
situation one can find Q E H” which are &solutions for different multi-indices Z; in other 
words, an &solution Q can also be a solution of a “smaller” or a “larger” IPC. More exactly by 
using the above introduced concept of a tetrahedron it is easy to check: 
forQEH”withd:=u(Q)+l-llaQI1: QisZ-solutioniffZ~Z(aQ,O,d). 
(1.8) 
Expression (1.8) gives a first idea about structures in the IPC solution table. We will continue to 
describe the nonnormal IPC solution table in Section 2. Let us conclude this section by 
considering some examples of IPCs. 
Example 1.2 (The M-Pad& approximation problem). Let K E {R, C}, H” = 9”. Given a sequence 
of not necessarily distinct “knots” x,,, x1, x2,. . . we define the sequence (D,), by 
for v E N,: 0, = [x0,. . . , xv] (divided differences). 0.9) 
Let 9 be the set of functions f : II6 -+ U6 satisfying the necessary continuity properties. The IPC 
resulting from this choice of parameters is called the M-Padk approximation problem (MPA) 
[3,10]. Therefore an &solution P of MPA is an m-tupel of polynomials which satisfies the 
interpolation conditions (1.2). The corresponding solution table is called the M-Padk table. 
Many classical interpolation and approximation problems can be described in this way. For 
m = 2, @ = (1, -f) we obtain the (univariate) Newton-Pad6 approximation problem, especially 
the linear forms of (osculatory) rational interpolation and PadC approximation [l]. Also, for 
m = 3 and special + (‘) there is a connection to the G3J approximants and Shafer’s quadratic 
approximants [2]. Finally, for arbitrary m and distinct knots we get Sidi’s “Generalized 
Richardson Extrapolation Process” [14], for x, = 0 the MPA coincides with the Pad&Hermite 
approximation problem [8,12]. The MPA can also be understood as an extended complete 
Tchebycheff (ECT) interpolation problem based on special families of functions like (1.7), which, 
on the other hand, contains the general ECT interpolation problem as a special case (n = 0). 
With the choice m = 2, C#I (I) = 1 +(2) = -f the IPC coincides with the linear form of a 
generalized rational interpolation problem with numerator functions ht’, hi”, . . . and denornina- 
tor functions h’,2’, hi2’ 3.e. [6]. This yields an approach to the multivariate rational Hermite 
interpolation problem. In this paper we will only discuss a special bivariate rational interpolation 
problem. It is possible to extend the following formalism to handle the multivariate Newton-Pad6 
approximation problem using general index sets in the sense of [7]. 
Example 1.3 (A biuariate rational interpolation problem). Let K E { IR, C}, m = 2 and let (x,),, 
( y,), be sequences of distinct elements of 06. As 9 we take the set of bivariate continuous 
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functions f : H X K -+ K. The sequence ( 0,) y of linear functionals can be described as follows: 
for+ 9, YE l+J,: Dpf=f(xiV> Y,“), 
where( i,, j,,) is the enumeration of f+lr by diagonals: 
(09 01, (LO), (0, I), (2,OL (1, 119 (0,2), (3, O), (2, l),... * 
(1.10) 
As Ho) Hz’ we choose the set of bivariate polynomials. Therefore the h(kl) are bivariate cc 3 
monomials : 
for 1=1,2, k~lW,: hi”(x, y)=xik.yii with(i,, j,) from (1.10). (1.11) 
2. On structures in the IPC solution table 
For some special cases of the IPC, results about the solution table are well known. I want to 
give a short survey as motivation for the following results. 
Claessens [4] introduced the concept of a minimal solution for the Newton-Pad6 approxima- 
tion problem (MPA with m = 2, @ = (1, -f)). He proved that for each Z there exists a P •9~ 
uniquely determined up to a constant factor (called minimal solution) such that with dct,( P) := 
mm{ $1) + 1 - @“, jjW + 1 - U’2’} we get the representation 
S$= {a? a~.9’, &<dct,(P)}. (2.1) 
Apart from the Newton-Pad6 table of rational interpolants (which for x, = 0 coincides with the 
classical Pad6 table) Claessens also introduced a “minimal solution table”. This table corre- 
sponds to our IPC solution table. By discussing the system of linear equations belonging to the 
above problem, Claessens [5] showed that one can find two different kinds of minimal regions 
(i.e., sets of multi-indices which possess a common minimal solution). The first is a triangle 
iy_( Z, 0, d) with d E IV, (see (1.8)); for the second structure, Claessens claimed the existence of a 
“ parallelogram” of equal minimal solutions but the proof of [5, Theorem 51, as well as later 
considerations, on the contrary induce a trapezium K(Fz, 8, d) with 0 < 6 < d. In addition, 
Claessens showed that nonsingleton minimal regions are accompanied by other minimal regions, 
more exactly: each (diagonal) slice of the minimal square containing the trapezium of equal 
minimal solutions E( ii, S, d), d 2 1, is a subset of a minimal region. 
These results will be illustrated in the following example. 
Example 2.1 (Structures in a table of Newton-Pad6 approximation). Let x, = i( v + l), @ = (1, -f) 
with 
( 
100, if v = 7, 10, 
f(x,) =xy4 + exp(x,), if V= 11 or v>, 13, 
0, else. 
The nonsingleton minimal regions of the “minimal solution table” together with their minimal 
solutions can be arranged in a 2-dimensional diagram (see Fig. 1). 
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-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 p 
0 -- ________________--- P, = (x4.1 1 
1 -- _____________.- P2 = (x-xT).P1 
2 -- ______-_------- Pa q (x-xlo).P2 
3 -- _________--- P* q (x-xll).Pj 
4 -- ____________ P5 q (x-x12).P4 
5 -- f____________ p, q (x_q3).Pg 
. 32’ 
Fig. 1. 
Another special case of the MPA, m = 3 and x, = 0, i.e., the Pad&-Hermite approximation, 
has been studied by Della Dora [8,9]. Similar to the proceeding in [l] to obtain the block 
structure of the Pad& table, Della Dora first discussed a coefficient table which contains certain 
determinants [8]. Assuming strong conditions (“conditions generiques”), he pointed out regions 
of a common solution in the form g( Z, 0, d) ([9], compare (1.8)). These conditions give some 
information about the solution sets at the border of such a region, for instance as a consequence 
dim( 55%) = 1 must hold. Della Dora also discussed the case of reducible “proceeding” approxi- 
mants. His results help to describe structures in a 3-dimensional M-PadC table, but they are not 
sufficient to explain the global structure. Moreover, the above necessary “conditions generiques” 
are often not satisfied (see Example 2.2). 
Parallel to this paper, Paszkowski [13] considered singular cases of the Pad&Hermite 
approximation. His definitions of uniqueness and optimal Pad&Hermite forms are different 
from our approach, they allow to derive other aspects of the nonnormal solution table. 
The next example gives an idea of a “ typical” nonnormal M-Pad& table. 
Example 2.2 (Structures in a table of Pad&Hermite approximation, m = 3). Let m = 3, x, = 0, 
@ = (@cl) +(*) +c3)) with > Y 
p(x) = 1, l#+“(X) = 2x6 + s ) c$“(X) = 2x6 + &J&. 
Some nonsingleton regions with a common solution of the M-PadC table in the range ]] 7~ ]] < 11, 
Z(i) < 6 are arranged in a 3-dimensional diagram, as shown in Fig. 2; (they will coincide exactly 
with the minimal regions in the sense of Definition 2.3). P5 is a solution in a( Z, 0, l), 
n = aP, = (2, 1, 2), but the “conditions generiques” do not hold: Ps is not reducible and 
dim(&)fl (Zfl=span{x.P2, P3}). 
In this paper we neither need a coefficient table nor additional considerations of the system of 
linear equations. A rather natural definition of a minimal solution leads to many results about 
local and global structures in the nonnormal IPC solution table. 
Definition 2.3 (Minimal solution). P E H” is called an E-minimal solution (G-MS) if P is a 
nontrivial element of Zfi which among all nontrivial &solutions has minimal degree (according 
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Pl =(x+1.x-1.0) 
x PI 
x2 . P, 
x3 . PI 
- - - Pg q 2.P4-P5 q (x’+~.2?-3~+1,-2ti+ 
P, q x.P1 +P3 = (i+x.(x-1 )‘. 2x-l 1 
--.-___ Pg q (0.1-x.2x-l) 
Fig. 2. 
to the partial ordering of H”). P is a minimal solution if there exists a multi-index Z such that 
P is an E-MS. 
Let %R !R (P) be the “minimal region” generated by P, i.e., the set of multi-indices 7~ such that 
P is an &MS. 
First we can see that for Newton-Pad& approximation Claessens’ minimal solution also is an 
MS in the sense of Definition 2.3. Moreover, from the representation (2.1) it follows that for each 
n there is only one MS (up to a constant factor). 
For arbitrary IPCs this is not necessarily true. Obviously if dim( 9%) = 1, we obtain only one 
solution (up to a constant factor) and therefore a uniquely defined MS. On the other hand, 
Example 2.2 shows that there exist multi-indices with different Z-MS (e.g., Z = (1, 1, 1) with PI, 
P2, P3). It is also possible that some Z-MS are linearly dependent. 
Let P be an Z-MS and Q •9~ with aQ G 3P; then in view of Definition 2.3 we know that 
Q = 0 or aQ = 3P. In addition let aP(‘) =: n > 0 for some 1 and let a and b be the coefficients of 
h:” in PC’) and Q”‘, respectively. Hence we have a( Q - b/a - P) < 3P and therefore Q - b/a - P 
= 0. As a consequence an Z-MS P is uniquely defined (up to a constant factor) by its degree 
P is an &MS * for all Q ~9~ with aQ G aP there exists a y E lt6 
such that Q=y.P. (2.2) 
For an Ksolution P we get, with a similar argument, the equivalence 
P is not an E-MS 
e for all aP(‘) 2 0 there exists an Z-solution Q such that aQ G i3P - Z, 
e for all aP(‘) 2 0 there exists an &MS Q such that aQ G CIP - Cl. 
Some local properties of an Z-MS are proved in the next lemma. 
(2.3) 
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Lemma 2.4 (Local properties of a minimal solution). 
LetPbeanS-MS; thenforanyk: Pis (7i+Z,)-MS e u(P)> )ITi)l. (2.4 
LetPbean (E+Z,)-MS, thenforanyj#k: Pis (E+Zj)-A4S = lYlP<Z. (2.5) 
Proof. Regarding (2.4), we know that i3P G E G ii + Z,. Therefore P is an (ti + Z,)-solution iff 
u(P) >, 11 n + e, II - 1 = II n II. 
If P is not an (Z + Z,)-MS, then there exists an (n + e,)-solution Q with aQ < aP. Conse- 
quently, Q is also an Ksolution, which leads to a contradiction. Similarly, one can prove (2.5), 
because P is an (Z + ?j)-solution iff 3P < min{ Z + Z,, ii + ej} = Z. 0 
Now we can describe the geometrical form of a minimal region which is a tetrahedron(-slice). 
Theorem 2.5 (Geometrical figures induced by a minimal solution). Let P be a minimal solution, 
d := a(P) + 1 - II CIP II. Then there exists a 6 E N,,, 0 < 6 <d, such that YR%(P) = E(aP, 6, d). 
For all Z E ?I (aP, 0, 6 - l), the subspace Zz is at least 2-dimensional. 
Proof. Let n := i3P. According to (1.8)_ we know that YX % (P) c E( Z, 0, d). In view of Defini- 
tion 2.3 there exists a multi-index C >, 0 with minimal norm such that P is an (ti + Z)-MS; define 
6 := 1 C (. From Lemma 2.4 it follows that a( n, 6, d) c 9Jt%( P). Therefore Theorem 2.5 is 
proved if 6 = 0. 
On the other hand, if 6 > 0, i.e., C > 0, there is an 1 such that P is an (iz + C - Z,)-solution but 
not an (fi + C - Z1)-MS. Formula (2.3) yields the existence of an (Z + C - Z/)-MS Q with aQ < 7i. 
Consequently, Q is a solution at least in the set ‘Y, (ii, 0, 6 - 1) with smaller degree than P and 
so 9R%(P)na(z,o, S-l)=@. El 
According to Theorem 2.5 and (1.8) we can modify statement (2.2) as follows: 
if P is a minimal solution, there is (up to a constant factor) 
no other minimal solution with the same degree. 
From Example 2.1 it can be seen that the cases 6 > 0 and 6 = d in Theorem 2.5 are possible. The 
formalism of the above proof allows to show the existence of so-called “predecessor” structures. If 
‘B%(P) = B(aP, 8, d) with S > 0 we concluded that there exists a (i3P + @-MS Q, Z & 6, 
I ~7 1 = 8 - 1, such that aQ < i3P. As a consequence we get X( aP, 6 - 1, 6 - 1) s $Jl!R( Q) and 
also !X!%(P) n m%(Q) =O ( o th erwise P cannot be a (aP + Z + e,)-MS). 
This property together with a global description (see (2.3)) of the IPC solution table is stated 
in the next corollary. 
Corollary 2.6 (Predecessor structures and a global property of the IPC solution table). 
(a) Let P be a minimal solution such that Yl2%( P) = 5X( aP, 6, d) with 6 > 0. Then there exists 
a minimal solution Q and an I such that 
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(b) Let P be a solution in E(-(n, d, d). Then for each k E IV,,, k G d there exists a minimal 
solution Qk with 
E( IlEjl +k) nFy,(i& 0, d) =a(& k, k) 0JNI(Q,). 
The results of Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 can be illustrated using the Examples 2.1 and 
2.2. For instance, in Example 2.2 the element x2 - P3 is an MS in a(( - 1, 3, 3), 2, 2); it is 
accompanied by 
and 
rm!R(x*P,) =“-((-1,2,2), 3, 3) zfy,((-1, 3, 3), 1,l) 
YJ?!R(P,) =iy_((-1, 1, l), 4,4) gE((-1, 3, 3), 0,o). 
%C!%(x.P,), Em%(P,) and %!!JI(P,) are predecessor structures of YJ?8( P,J = E((2, 2, 2), 1, 
+ co). 
Both examples given are special cases of the MPA. The phenomena described above can also 
be found in the IPC solution table of Example 1.3. 
Example 2.7 (Structures in a table of bivariate rational interpolation). With the notations of 
Example 1.3, let x, = v, y, = v - 1. As bivariate function f we choose 
f (x, y) = 1+ & + sin(axy). 
The nonsingleton minimal regions in the IPC solution table (range 11 Z II G 10) are arranged in a 
2-dimensional diagram, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Note that the cases %JI%(P) =Z(E, 6, d), 6 > 0, as well as 9?%(P) n!&?%(Q) #fl (in 
contradistinction to Example 2.1) occur. The chain of minimal regions - (0,4) to (4,0) - gives 
an idea of problems which can arise if one wants to compute an IPC-solution by recurrence. 
We will conclude this section with the case that two minimal solutions induce additional 
minimal regions. 
Theorem 2.8 (Additional structures induced by two minimal solutions). Let PI, P2 be two MS 
with aP, Z aP,, im%(P,) = E(Z,, a,, d,), !IJIZR(P,) = X(Z2, 6,, d2). Further we define Z, := 
“ax{&, ti2}, &:=max{&- Ifi,-ti,l, 6,- Ifi,-n,l} and d,:=min{d,- Iti,-E,l, d,- 
I~3-~20. 
(4xy+bx+3 .3) 
((x-1)(3+2x).3(x-l)) 
(6x+9 .9-4x-4xy) 
Fig. 3. 
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The intersection of two minimal regions is a (possibly empty) tetrahedron(-slice) 
%R%(P,) n %L!%(P,) = Z(Z,, 6,, d3) (2.6) 
(note that if the intersection is not empty, then necessarily 71, f iz,, ii, # Fi, and d, > 0 holds). 
If for an 1 the assumption E!” = Zy) = Zy) >, 0 holds, then for all k E N,, k < d, we can find a 
minimal solution Qk such that 
E(n,, k, k)$E(Fi,-e,, k+l, k+l)cYX!R(Q,) (2.7) 
(especially ‘%!%(Qk) # ZR!R(P,) and %R%(Qk) # Y.RS(P,)). 
Finally, suppose that d, >, -1. If a(PI) # u(P*) (i.e., 1) Z, )I +d, # II n, II +d2), then either PI 
or P2 is a solution in X. ( Ft 3, d, + 1, d, + 1) and Corollary 2.6 yields a minimal region containing 
E(E,, d, + 1, d, + 1). Otherwise, P,, P2 together induce an additional minimal region !?.I? ‘32 (Q) I 
E(Z,, d, + 1, d, + 1) ca e successor structure. 11d 
Proof. Formula (2.6) can be shown by some geometrical considerations. 
To prove (2.7) let Z be an element of g(?i,, k, k) and c E ll6 such that with P3 := PI + c. P2 
we get aP, = Z,. Because of the above assumptions, PI, P2 are Z-solutions, therefore P3 is an 
Z-solution but not an Z-MS. Thus equation (2.7) is a consequence of (2.3). 
Considering the final assertion, one can see that a( PI) # a( P2) iff 11 2, I( +d, < 
max{ (I Z, (I + d,, II E, II + d2}. To complete the proof, we have to discuss the case a( PJ = a( P2). 
Because of the linearity of the functionals D,, there exists a c E H such that with P3 := P, + c. P2 
the inequality a( P3) >, a( PI) + 1 holds. Hence P3 is a solution in %( ?i,, d, + 1, d, + 1) and (2.3) 
yields the result. 0 
The tetrahedron-slice mimimal region in Example 2.7 is a typical example for a successor 
structure. 
We can illustrate the different aspects of Theorem 2.8 using Example 2.2: %R!R ( PI) = 
X((l) 1, - l), 0, 3), %R%(P,) = X((l, - 1, l), 0, 3) and therefore 
9J?%(P,)n9KJ%(P,)=ir((1,1,1),0,1)~~(~,-~,,0,2)~iJJl%(P,) 
= “-(( -1, 1, l), 0, 4). 
9X IFt ( P3) is also a successor structure of PI, P2 with P3= P2- PI. !IJI%(P,) and !D?‘B(P,) are 
successor structures of x - PI, P3 and x * P2, P3, respectively. On the other hand, the existence of 
the MS P4, P, follows from (2.7) by considering x. P3, Pe and eliminating some coefficients. 
These examples are only part of the information which can be obtained from Theorem 2.5 in 
relation with Example 2.2. 
3. Structures in the M-Pad6 table 
If we restrict ourselves to the MPA, then additional characterizations of the solution table can 
be obtained. We know that 8” is a S-module. If we multiply P E 8” with a polynomial 
(Y E 9, then in view of the Leibniz rule we can conclude that a( (Y. P) >, u(P). Hence the set 
{PEB? u(P) >, k} is a @submodule of pm. 
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It is possible to increase the order of a P E 9” as follows: 
o(P)=n * a((x-x,)*P)&J(P)+l, (3.1) 
u(P) = n, x, =x,+1 * u((x-X,)~P)=u(P)+l. (3.2) 
As a consequence we get a new form of successor structures if the minimal region is 
“sufficiently large”. 
Theorem 3.1 (Successor structures induced by increasing the order). Let P be a MS such that with 
!J.R!R(P) = Z(aP, 8, d) and p:= card{/: aP(” 
holds. Then for each MS Q we necessarily have 
2 0} = 1 Z(3P) 1, the assumption p - 1~ d < + co 
K(CIP, d+l, d+l) CZRtR(~), butonecanfind 
an MSQsuch that E(aP+Z(aP), d+l-p, d+l-p)cE$J?(Q). 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a MS Q such that ‘Z( aP, d + 1, d + 1) c 9J?!R( 0). Let n := 
11 i3P II +d - 1; then necessarily @ < aP, u(Q) > n and & is a solution in m%(P). Because of 
u(P) = n, this is a contradiction to (2.2). 
On the other hand, PI := (x - xn) - P is a solution in X(aP + .C(aP), d + 1 - p, d + 1 - p) 
and the second assertion of Theorem 3.1 is a consequence of Corollary 2.6(b). q 
From Theorem 3.1 together with Corollary 2.6(b) we get an improvement of the global results 
given in Section 2. 
-- 
Corollary 3.2 (Chains of minimal regions). For a multi-index 71 with p := I e(n) 1 and d E N, we 
define the shadow 
G(E, d):=E(n,O, d)U( U ZX(ii+j*Z(Z), d-j.{p-l}, d-j.{pl})). 
jGN 
Then a solution P in ‘Y, (ii, d, d) induces a chain of minimal solutions of the form 
for each k E N,, E(k) n G(Fi, d) #@, there exists an MS Qk 
such that E(k) n G(E, d) c %R!JI(Q,). (3.3) 
Chains of minimal solutions as described in (3.3) can be found in Example 2.1 and also several 
times in Example 2.2 (PI, Pz, P3). Note that if in Example 2.2 the minimal regions 92 % ( PI) and 
%!!I? ( P2) are given, then the global structure of the solution table-except for the size of 
YJJ %( P3), %V%( P,)-can be derived directly from the Theorems 2.5, 2.8 and 3.1. 
If m = 2, then G( Ti, d) forms a square (Z >, 0) or an infinite rectangle. So Claessens’ 
observation concerning accompanying structures (see the remark before Example 2.1) is a direct 
consequence of Corollary 3.2. Also from (3.2) it is evident that successor structures induced by 
increasing the order like in (3.1) can only possess a “thickness” larger than zero (i.e., S < d), if 
the knots do not coincide. For the PadC approximation Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 3.2 together 
with (3.2) and the uniqueness of an &MS completely yield the structure of a nonnormal PadC 
table (isolated squares, at the boundary perhaps isolated infinite rectangles). 
In [3, Satz 4.151 it is shown that with the notations of Theorem 3.1 there exists distinct 
successor structures !IR % (Q,), . . . , !I&!%( Q,), 1 < F < Al. < m, of P (in the sense of Theorem 3.1) 
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and Y~,.--,Y~ E H such that 
(x-x,).P=y,.Q,+ ... +yfi.Qp. (3.4) 
Apart from the successor structures we can also characterize the predecessor structures of 
Corollary 2.6(a). This establishes a theoretical background for the phenomena in Example 2.2. 
Theorem 3.3 (Characterization of predecessor structures). Let P be a minimal solution such that 
9X%(P) = ‘X( aP, 6, d), 6 > 0. Then either only one predecessor structure 92 !I? (Q) exists with 
P=(x-x,)-Q, n = 1 IaP 11 + 6 - 2 or for each predecessor structure 9X 9? ( Q) there exists an 1 
such that i3Q”’ = i3P”’ 2 0 (in this case, Theorem 2.8 yields additional predecessor structures). 
Proof. From Corollary 2.6(a) we know that there exists an MS Q such that u(Q) = n, i3Q -C aP. 
Let 8Q < aP - e(aP). Then P, := (x - xn) - Q is a solution in Z( 7z, 6, 6). As a consequence of 
(2.2), we can find a y E K such that PI = y . P. Suppose that P has another predecessor structure 
tm !R( Q,). Then necessarily max{ aQ, aQ,} < aP and Theorem 2.8 yields a successor structure in 
the @(n + 2)-slice which is larger than !IR !R (P) n E (n + 2). This is a contradiction to (2.3). 0 
4. Characterizations of the solution sets of the MPA 
In Sections 2 and 3 we have seen that an Z-MS P can be accompanied by a large number of 
additional Z-MSs and Z-solutions. The aim of this section is to show that there are less than m 
minimal solutions which are essentially different (i.e., linearly independent over 9) and which 
induce the whole space of &solutions YH in a form similar to (2.1). 
Because of some properties of the integral domain 9 and its quotient field-the field of 
rational functions-one can show [3, 51.51 that m + 1 elements of the @module 9”’ must be 
linearly dependent over 8. Moreover, m elements P,, . . . , P,,, E 9’” are linearly independent 
over 9 iff their PadC determinant [lo, p.941, [3, $3.11 det( P~“))~Z~*,:.,;3~ does not vanish. This 
leads to a statement about the number of linearly independent Z-solutions. 
Theorem 4.1 (Linear dependences in the solution set). Let us assume that for each knot x, there 
exists at least one X such that +‘“‘(x,) # 0. Then, for each multi-index, m ii-solutions PI,. . . , P,,, 
are linearly dependent over 9. 
Proof. Let (Y be the Pad& determinant of PI,. . . , P,, i.e., QI = det( Pk(t))~,=lf*;,:;,~. Then a is a 
polynomial and because of aP, G E, k = 1,. . . , m, we obtain acll< 17~ 1-c 11 ii 11 - 1. (Y vanishes 
identically if it has ]I ii II - 1 zeros x,,, . . . , x ,,Fi,, _2, counting multiplicities. Given n E 
{O,..., II Z )I - 2) we choose &‘) with $‘x’(x,) # 0 and define n := card{0 <j < n: xi = xy}, the 
multiplicity of x,. So (Y has a zero x, of multiplicity n if &‘) - a has. On the other hand, by some 
elementary operations the Xth row of the determinant @). (Y can be transformed into 
(R i,. . . , R,), R, = +(*)a Pk(‘) + - . - + $hm) - Pirn). Hence Theorem 4.1 is a consequence of a( Pk) 
>, IlFzll-1, k=l,..., m. q 
Note that if the assumption of Theorem 4.1 fails to hold, then the interpolation functionals 
& D,, ... are linearly dependent over @ - 9”‘. Though for the multivariate case we can 
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understand H” as a module over the ring of multivariate polynomials, the assertion of Theorem 
4.1 is not true in this situation (see for instance Example 2.7). 
To get a representation of 9% similar to (2.1) we define the defect of a P E 9”’ by 
dct,( P) := min{ Z(l) + 1 - iZIP( P(l) # 0} (this definition gets easier if in contrast to the former 
sections 30 := - co). It is easy to show that 
dct,(P)=:k>Oanda(P)> IIpill--1 e P, x.P,...,x~-~.PEZ~, (4.1) 
P, QEF, CXE~, &<dct,(P)-dct,(Q) * dct,(Q--.P)>dct,(Q). (4.2) 
Given a multi-index Z, n := 11 Z 11 - 1, let U, be the submodule { Q E 9”? u(Q) 2 n}. We will 
construct recursively a g-base PI,. . . , P,,, of U, such that with distinct I,, . . . , I, the following 
system of inequalities holds: 
1 
= 1, if k=j, 
for 1 <j, k G m: i3P,“I) + dct,( P,) - 7icr~) G 0, if k > j, (4.3) 
< I, if k<j. 
This base can be found as follows (k = 1,. . . , m): 
choose Pk E U, such that dct,(P,) = max{dct,(Q): Q E U,}, (4.4) 
choose I,@ {~,,...,~,_,} such that aPk(rk)=#“)+ 1 -dCt,(P,) 20, (4.5) 
define u,+i := { Q E i&: aQ”k’ < i&l”) - dct,( Q)} . (4.6) 
First let us pro_ve that this construction is well-defined. With w(x) := (X - x0) . . . . . (x - x,_~) 
the quantities Qk := (0,. . . ,O, w, 0,. . . , O)=, 1 < k < m, (k th component) are elements of U,. If we 
reach step (4.6) with k = K < m, then at least one of them is an element of UK+ l and PK+l is 
well-defined. On the other hand, because of the construction of UK+, for each Q E UK+l, Q # 0, 
there must be an 1 e {I,, . . . , I,} such that aQ(” = Z(‘) + 1 - dct,(Q) >, 0. Consequently, step 
(4.5) is possible and in addition the set Umtl only contains the zero. 
Assertion (4.3) holds. One can conclude that the leading coefficient of the PadC determinant 
belonging to PI,. .., P, is equal to the product of the leading coefficients of P,“)), 1 <j < m. 
Therefore it is different from zero and PI,. . . , P, are linearly independent over 9. uk+i is a 
subset of uk, hence for each Q E &+i we have dct,( Q) < dct,( Pk) and 
dct,( P,) >, dct,( P,) a . - - >, dct,( P,). (4.7) 
Given a Q E U,\ Uk+l we obtain 
aQ (I,) = Fz(‘k) + 1 - dctTi( Q) > +) + 1 - dct,( P,) = tIP$‘“). 
According to the Euclidean Algorithm there exists an (Yk E 9, aar, < dct,( Pk) - dct,( Q), such 
that with & = Q - (Ye - Pk the relation @(‘k) < aP(‘k) G aQ(‘“) holds. From (4.2), (4.3) we can 
conclude that either Q E U,, 1 or dct,( Q) > dct,( Q). As a consequence for each 6 E B 
{ QEF: dct,(Q)>& u(Q)>, IlEll-1) 
(Yk'Pk: (Y&P, kkGdCt,(Pk) -6 (4.8) 
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It is easy to see that step (4.4) can be extended by the additional condition 
. . . and Pk has minimal degree among all elements of U,. (4.4*) 
Then because of (4.3), (4.8) Pk must have minimal degree among all elements of U,. Hence if 
dct,( Pk) 2 1 holds, then Pk is an %minimal solution (on account of Theorem 4.1 and (4.7) 
necessarily k < m holds). We have now proved the next corollary. 
Corollary 4.2 (A @base of the solution space). The construction (4.4), (4.4*), (4.3, (4.6) provides 
a system P,,..., P,,, E 9”’ such that, with p = max{ k: dct,( Pk) > l} < m, we obtain 
P 1, . . . , P, are Z-MS which are linearly independent over 9, 
dim(Zti)=dct,(P,)+ ... +dct,(P,), 
The approach taken here to get a @base of Zfi consisting of MSs is different from that in [3, 
54.31. Each algorithm given in [8,10,12], [3, g3.31 to compute an element of the M-PadC table by 
recurrence bases on the hypothesis (1.6). Using the properties of LYE, derived in Corollary 4.2, 
“singular rules” constructed to handle nonnormal situations are developed in [3, $4.31. These 
rules can be used to transform the algorithms given in [12] into reliable algorithms. As a special 
case in [3, 55.21 one can find a reliable algorithm called “schneller Gauss”, which also is 
generalized to the multivariate case [3, 57.21. Due to space limitations, these algorithms will be 
published in subsequent papers. 
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